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5 degree programs




Facilitating the journey from student to natural resource professional through immersive coursework and experiences. Our rigorous curriculum prepares students for meaningful careers in public or private sectors, serving in roles such as biologist, ranch manager, environmental consultant, game warden, research scientist, park ranger or policymaker.





Degree Programs
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6 centers and research labs




Addressing urgent natural resource challenges domestically and abroad. Our work serves to improve human lives and natural environments through scientific discovery, application and extension.





Centers and Labs
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400+ enrolled students 




Becoming the next generation of stewards generating sound, innovative solutions to complex environmental challenges. We push traditional curriculum boundaries through relevant, modern courses that blend transformative field experiences with established classroom teaching practices.





Admissions Information














Apr
16

Fish	Management	StrategiesVirtual



Apr
26

Connecting Game Birds with AgricultureCibolo Center for Conservation in the Classroom



May
02

IPM Approaches to Feral Hog ManagementVirtual





All Events
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Tailored for Your Career




“RWFM was a natural choice since I knew I wanted a career in wildlife science. My favorite aspects of our department are the abundant opportunities for outreach and field experience. There is so much learning and professional development you can access outside of the classroom by talking to your professors and joining professional student organizations like our student chapters of The Wildlife Society and American Fisheries Society.”




Drake Dancila ’23, 
Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management, Wildlife Track





Learn more about our bachelor’s programs

















Rangeland, Wildlife and Fisheries Management News
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Spring highways see increase in cold-blooded commuters




Throughout the warm days of spring and early summer, drivers across Texas will likely encounter an intrepid turtle attempting to cross one of the many lanes crisscrossing the state. It turns out, these four-legged reptiles aren’t simply enjoying the beauty of a Texas spring — they’re fulfilling a biological imperative.





Read More
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Texas wildlife feel the impact of state’s largest wildfire




Humans and domestic animals weren’t the only residents facing danger and displacement as flames roared across the Panhandle. Wildlife populations were also affected by the recent historic wildfires. However, Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service experts are optimistic on the recovery, focusing on the long-term positive ecological response following fire that benefits wildlife.





Read more



















Read more news on AgriLife Today…














Have Questions?











For degrees or admissions questions:





Contact an Advisor









For general questions:





Contact the Department
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495 Horticulture Road, College Station, TX 77843
(979) 845-5033
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